Like so many Americans, Tracy found herself facing an uncertain financial future in 2007. A stay-at-home mom of two kids, Tracy and her husband experienced multiple pay cuts and even a loss of insurance coverage, and knew they needed to take action. So Tracy clipped coupons, hunted through clearance bins and became a super saver. She was so good, in fact, that she was able to turn her future around, teaching others in her position to make the same simple but effective savings plans and today, is even able to use her skills to buy products for local food banks.

Today, *Having Fun Saving and Cooking* has evolved into helping readers enjoy the Florida lifestyle, creating family-friendly meals, with a bit of DIY, fitness and traveling mixed into the fun. From recipes and helpful tips to tutorials and deal alerts, Tracy provides the specific information that readers love to follow.

Tracy can work with you to provide strong on-air presence as well as creative and customized sponsorship packages that will introduce your brand or product to her tens of thousands of monthly readers. In addition, Tracy has a strong track record of working with the world’s biggest brands.